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Actor Kevin Bacon Joins ACLU’s Pro-groomer Crusade

Twitter
Kevin Bacon

Once-respected actor Kevin Bacon is
pimping for the pedos.

In two videos gone viral, Bacon peddled
propaganda for “drag,” which he calls “art”
and a “right.” In one, wife Kyra Sedgwick
joined the Footloose actor to dance for drag.

Bacon’s deranged act is part of his campaign
to raise money for the American Civil
Liberties Union’s “Drag Defense Fund,”
which purports to protect the artistic rights
of drag queens against laws that supposedly
seek to ban them. 

Neither Bacon nor the leftist ACLU,
however, tell the whole truth. Those laws
are aimed at stopping children from
attending so-called family-friendly drag
shows.

The Videos

“Drag is an art, and drag is a right,” Bacon says, wearing a pro-drag T-shirt with the same message:

Drag is a centuries-old art form of creativity, expression, and self-exploration. It’s an
opportunity to educate through entertainment and it’s not dangerous. At Six Degrees, we
believe in amplifying the voices of those that are experiencing injustice. So join us in
supporting the ACLU Drag Defense fund.… Kyra and I are honored to support this important
fund, and we welcome you to do the same.

That TikTok video is not quite as bizarre as one that features Bacon and Sedgwick dancing for the
pedos.

“#DragBans are bad karma,” Bacon tweeted over the video:

Right now, drag performers and the LGBTQIA+ community need our help. Shop the
@SixDegreesofKB campaign supporting the @ACLU  Drag Defense Fund or make a gift
https://bit.ly/DragisArt #DragIsARight.

“Six Degrees” refers to a game in which the players try to connect actors to Kevin Bacon through films.

But now Bacon is connected, forever, to child groomers, via the ACLU, which never ran across a
perverted cause it wouldn’t defend.

“But in the past few months, dozens of bills have also been introduced in states around the country that
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restrict how and where drag queens can perform,” avers the ACLU’s Drag Defense Fund. “These bills
censor a fundamental human right to freedom of expression and attempt to remove LGBTQ people from
public life.”

Not really, but anyway, the ACLU — and frontman Bacon — don’t care about that.

“These legislative attacks against drag performers, coupled with the anti-trans legislation across the
country, underscore an unsettling trend,” the legal of the pedo movement continued:

These bills are bald attempts to prevent people from expressing themselves authentically
and restrict their right to bodily autonomy and self-determination. The majority of this
legislation specifically targets trans youth and aims to obstruct their ability to find support
and access health care. These attacks not only undermine drag queens and trans youth, but
the broader LGBTQ community, and the very foundations of gender justice.

In fact, “these bills” are meant to stop children from attending pornographic performances marketed as
“all ages” or “family-friendly” drag shows.

Reaction

Twitter exploded in an educational campaign directed at Bacon. Tweets featured lascivious and
probably criminal drag shows that involve children.

“You’re why everyone hates Hollywood,” Hollywood Resistance tweeted. “If you came near my babies
with naked trans filth I would call the cops because it’s ILLEGAL.”

“No one is protesting drag queens,” Rebel News reporter Drea Humphrey wrote:

They are protesting the sexual indoctrination of children and the normalization of child
grooming tactics.

You just publicly [p]ut yourself on the wrong side of history with this dumb dance and many
in the LGBTQ+ community would agree.

“This guy should get an honorary doctorate in how to ruin your reputation and look like a fool,” tweeted
Super ELITE DRW:

Drag shows have been going on for decades, did anyone complain?

WE DON’T WANT MEN TO INDULGE THEIR SEXUAL FETISHES AROUND CHILDREN,
YOU BRAIN DEAD, PEDO KEVIN BACON!!!!!

“Wow Kevin Bacon goes full perv defending Drag Queens to be sexually inappropriate to children,”
Melissa Dawn tweeted. “They’re so surrounded by Hollywood mind rot they think this is normal.”

The Truth About Drag
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Viral videos on Twitter and other social media often depict drag queens exposing themselves to
children. Others show children giving them money or even stuffing dollar bills into their underwear.

“I attended another all ages drag brunch in Plano, TX over the weekend and the footage I have is
shocking,” Blaze TV reporter Sara Gonzales reported in October. The grooming performance was very
likely criminal.

Bacon, apparently, believes these performances “educate through entertainment.”

Commentator Robby Starbuck tweeted at Bacon and Sedgwick to say that he would donate $5,000 to
charity if the JFK actor watched five minutes of drag performances in front of children.

“Total cowardice,” Starbuck wrote. “@kyrasedgwick  should tell her husband to take this challenge if
they truly believe drag shows are appropriate for kids. What’s the downside Kyra? $5,000 to charity for
5 minutes watching clips we have from these shows.”

Bacon blocked him.

The BS Detector concluded what some might say goes too far. “Here’s @kevinbacon telling us he’s a
pedophile without telling us he’s a pedophile.”

Bacon can’t claim he doesn’t know what goes on at the “family-friendly” drag shows. He knows. That
means he supports the grooming.
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